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A lattice-ordered abelian group is called ultrasimplicial iff every finite set of
positive elements belongs to the monoid generated by some finite set of positive
Z-independent elements. This property originates from Elliott's classification of AF
CU-algebras. Using fans and their desingularizations, it is proved that the ultrasim-
plicial property holds for every n-generated archimedean l-group whose maximal
l-ideals of rank n are dense. As a corollary we obtain simpler proofs of results,
respectively by Elliott and by the present author, stating that totally ordered
abelian groups, as well as free l-groups, are ultrasimplicial. Q 1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
By an l-group G we shall mean a lattice-ordered abelian group. As
q  4usual we let G s g g G N g G 0 . An l-group G is said to be ultrasimpli-
cial iff for every finite set p , . . . , p g Gq there is a finite set b , . . . , b g1 k 1 r
Gq such that
Ž .i each p belongs to the monoid generated by b , . . . , b in G, andi 1 r
Ž .ii b , . . . , b form a linearly independent set in the Z-module G.1 r
Ž w x.Equivalently see 6, Proposition 1 , G is the limit of a direct system of
free abelian groups of finite rank and with product ordering, where the
maps Z m “ Z n are order preserving group embeddings. Naturally enough,
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the ultrasimplicial property originates from, and is of main relevance in,
w xElliott's classification theory 4; 3, 7.7.2
w xKnown classes of ultrasimplicial l-groups include free l-groups 7 ,
w xtotally ordered abelian groups 4 , and 3-generated l-groups}those l-
w xgroups which are generated by at most three elements 8 . In this paper we
shall concentrate on n-generated archimedean l-groups G, for an arbitrary
Ž .integer n G 1. Let g , . . . , g be generators of G. Let max G be the set of1 n
Ž . wmaximal l-ideals of G equipped with the hull-kernel Zariski topology 2,
xChaps. 10 and 13 : thus, for each g g G, upon calling support of g the set
of maximal l-ideals of G to which g does not belong, a basis of open sets
for this topology is given by the supports of elements of G. Since the
< < < < Ž .element g q ??? q g is a strong unit in G, then max G is a nonempty1 n
compact Hausdorff space. The archimedean property of G is equivalent to
saying that the intersection of all maximal l-ideals of G only contain the
w x Ž .zero element. By Holder's theorem 1, 2 , for each J g max G theÈ
quotient l-group GrJ is l-isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group
R of real numbers with the natural ordering. As a group, GrJ is free
abelian, and its rank is some integer r F n. Let us agree to say that J is a
maximal l-ideal of rank r.
1. MAIN RESULT
w x w xAssuming familiarity with free l-groups 1 and with regular fans 5 we
shall prove
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be an n-generated archimedean l-group. If the
Ž .maximal l-ideals of rank n are dense in max G then G is ultrasimplicial.
Proof. Let F be the free l-group on n generators. Then by a result ofn
w x Ž .Birkhoff 1, p. 40 , F is an l-group of continuous piecewise homoge-n
neous linear functions f : Rn “ R, each linear piece of f having integer
coefficients. Further, for some l-ideal I of F the n-generated l-group G isn
l-isomorphic to the quotient l-group F rI. Letting h: F “ F rI be then n n
Ž .canonical quotient map, we have I s ker h . Let V be the intersection ofI
the zero sets of all functions g g I, in symbols,
V s gy1 0 N g g I . 4Ž .1
Then V is a nonempty closed subspace of Rn containing, together withI
 4each point x, its ray lx N 0 F l g R . Since G is archimedean, recalling,
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w xe.g., 2, 13.2.6 we can safely identify G with the l-group of restrictions to
V of all functions in F , in symbolsI n
 4G s F ° V s f ° V N f g F . 1Ž .n I I n
Let p , . . . , p g Gq be given, with the intent of finding a set b , . . . , b g1 k 1 r
q Ž . Ž . Ž .G satisfying conditions i and ii above. By 1 , there are functions
f , . . . , f g F such that1 k n
p s f ° V , f G 0 i s 1, . . . , k . 2Ž . Ž .i i I
Since each f is piecewise homogeneous linear with integer coefficients,i
there is a complete fan S over Rn such that each cone s of S is the
positive span in Rn of finitely many vectors, whose coordinates are inte-
gers, and each f is homogeneous linear over s . In other words, there arei
integers c , . . . , c such thati1 in
f x s c x q ??? qc x , for each x s x , . . . , x g s . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .i i1 1 in n 1 n
w x X ŽAs in 5, Theorem V, 4.2 , S can be refined to the simplicial fan S in the
sense that each cone of SX is the positive span of linearly independent
n. Ž .vectors in R without adding new one-dimensional cones s rays . In-
wdeed, by a routine desingularization procedure 5, Proof of Theorem VI,
x X U8.5 , S can be refined to a regular complete fan S . In other words,
Ž . U na S is a simplicial fan over all of R ,
Ž . Ub each n-dimensional cone s of S has the form s s R v qG 0 1
 n 4??? qR v s Ý a v N 0 F a g R , where each v is a primiti¤e col-G 0 n is1 i i i i
n Žumn vector in Z i.e., the greatest common divisor of the coordinates of vi
.equals 1 ; the uniquely determined primitive vectors v , . . . , v are called1 n
the primiti¤e generating ¤ectors of s ,
Ž . Ž .c the n = n matrix M s v , . . . , v is unimodular, i.e., det M ss 1 n s
"1.
A fortiori, each f is homogeneous linear over s , with integer coefficientsi
Ž . Ž U .as in formula 3 . Let gen S be the set of primitive generating vectors of
Ž . U Ž U . Ž .all cones in S . For each v g gen S let star v be the closed star of v in
U Ž . US . Thus, star v is the union of all n-dimensional cones of S having v as
a primitive generating vector. Let f : Rn “ R be the uniquely determinedv
continuous function satisfying the conditions
ŽU . Ž . Ž . Ž U .f v s 1, f w s 0, whenever v / w g gen Sv v
ŽUU . Uf is homogeneous linear over each n-dimensional cone of S .v
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From the unimodularity of the integer matrix M , for each n-dimensionals
cone s g SU it follows that the homogeneous linear piece f ° s of fv v
has integer coefficients. As a matter of fact, in case s is not contained in
Ž .star v , then f constantly vanishes over s ; otherwise, letting v , . . . , v bev 1 n
the primitive generating vectors of s , assuming for some j s 1, . . . , n, v to
coincide with v , and letting M y1 be the inverse matrix of M , the jth rowj s s
y1 Ž .of M yields an n-tuple of integers a s a , . . . , a such that for alls j j1 jn
Ž .x s x , . . . , x g s ,1 n
f x s a ? x s a x q ??? qa x . 4Ž . Ž .v j j1 1 jn n
Ž .Since F coincides with the l-group of all continuous piecewise homoge-n
n w xneous linear functions over R with integer coefficients 1, Theorem 6.3 ,
Ž U .then f g F for each v g gen S . Let the finite set K : F be definedv n n
 Ž U .4 Ž . ŽU .by K s f N v g gen S . By 3 and condition , for each i s 1, . . . , kv
there exists a unique linear combination g s Ý c f with integer coeffi-i v iv v
Ž U .cients c G 0 such that f coincides with g at each point v g gen S .iv i i
Since both f and g are homogeneous linear over each n-dimensionali i
cone of SU , it follows that f coincides with g over all of Rn, and hencei i
Ž U .each f belongs to the monoid generated by K in F . For each v g gen S wei n
have the identity
Rn _ f y1 0 s int star v , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .v
Ž .the latter denoting the interior of the star of v. Thus, by 1 , for each
y1Ž . Ž .function f g F we have f g I iff V : f 0 iff int star v l V s B. Letn I I
H s K _ I s f g K N int star v l V / B 6 4Ž . Ž .v I
and
 4B s H ° V s f ° V N f g H . 7Ž .I v I v
Ž . Ž U .Then by 1 , B : G, and for a suitable subset v , . . . , v of gen S we can1 r
write
 4B s b , . . . , b , where b s f ° V , . . . , b s f ° V . 8Ž .1 r 1 v I r v I1 r
Since each function f g K _ H vanishes over V and each f is expres-v I i
sible as a linear combination of the functions in K with integer coeffi-
Ž .cients G 0, then by 2 every p belongs to the monoid generated byi
Ž .b , . . . , b in G s F ° V , and condition i is satisfied.1 r n I
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Ž .To prove condition ii we shall settle the following
Claim. If c b q ??? qc b s 0 and c , . . . , c g Z then c s ??? s1 1 r r 1 r 1
c s 0.r
Ž .It is enough to prove c s 0. Under the above identification 1 the set1
Ž .max G of maximal l-ideals of G is in one-one correspondence with V viaI
the map
J g max G ‹ x s fy1 0 N f g J . 4Ž . Ž .J
The inverse correspondence is given by
x g V ‹ J s f g G N f x s 0 . 4Ž .I x
As is well known, this correspondence is in fact a homeomorphism be-
Ž . w xtween the space max G with the hull-kernel topology 2, Chap. 10 and
the space V with the natural topology inherited from Rn by restriction.I
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since by 6 ] 8 , int star v l V / B, and by 5 the set int star v is1 I 1
open in V , then by our denseness assumption there is a point z sI
Ž . Ž .z , . . . , z g int star v l V such that1 n 1 I
rank GrJ s n. 9Ž . Ž .z
Again by Holder's theorem the evaluation mapÈ
 4f g GrJ s G ° z ‹ f z g R 10Ž . Ž .z
is an l-isomorphism of GrJ onto a subgroup of R with the naturalz
ordering. Let p , . . . , p be the canonical set of free generators of F .1 n n
n Ž .Thus p : R “ R is the jth identity function p x , . . . , x s x . Thej j 1 n j
Ž . Ž .coordinates z s p z , . . . , z s p z are generators of GrJ , once the1 1 n n z
Ž .latter is identified with its image in R under the evaluation map 10 . From
Ž .9 we get that z , . . . , z are linearly independent in the Z-module R.1 n
Thus
d z q ??? qd z s 0, d , . . . , d g Z implies d s ??? s d s 0.1 1 n n 1 n 1 n
11Ž .
Since the primitive generating vectors of every n-dimensional cone of SU
have integer coordinates, then z must lie in the interior of a unique
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n-dimensional cone t of SU containing v among its primitive generating1
vectors. For suitable primitive generating vectors w g Z n we can writej
t s R w q ??? qR w ,G 0 1 G 0 n
where we can safely assume v s w . By construction of SU , for all1 1
i s 1, . . . , r the function b g G is homogeneous linear over t with integeri
coefficients, say
b x s a x q ??? qa x for all x s x , . . . , x g t . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .i i1 1 in n 1 n
Assuming without loss of generality v s w , . . . , v s w it follows that2 2 n n
b z s 0 for all j s n q 1, . . . , r . 13Ž . Ž .j
Ž . Ž .As noted in 4 , for each i s 1, . . . , n, the n-tuple a s a , . . . , a isi i1 in
y1 Ž .y1given by the ith row of the matrix M s w , . . . , w ; further, since Mt 1 n t
is unimodular and has integer entries, then so does M y1. From the cur-t
Ž .rent hypothesis in our claim, together with 13 , since z g V we haveI
Ž . Ž . Ž .c b z q ??? qc b z s 0. By 12 , 0 s c a ? z q ??? qc a ? z s1 1 n n 1 1 n n
Ž . Ž . nc a q ??? qc a ? z. By 11 the vector c a q ??? qc a g Z must1 1 n n 1 1 n n
have all its coordinates equal to zero. Since the row vectors a , . . . , a of1 n
M y1 are linearly independent in Rn, we obtain the required conclusiont
c s ??? s c s 0.1 n
Having thus proved our claim, we have shown that the elements
q Ž .b , . . . , b g G also satisfy condition ii , and the theorem is proved.1 r
w xCOROLLARY 1.2 7, Lemma 2.2 . E¤ery free l-group F is ultrasimplicial.
Proof. It is sufficient to assume that F is finitely generated. Then F
coincides with F for a uniquely determined integer n G 1. Given ele-n
ments f , . . . , f g F q , the first part of the proof of the above theorem1 k n
U n yields a complete regular fan S over R , and a finite set K s f N v gv
Ž U .4 qgen S : F such that every f belongs to the monoid generated by Kn i
in F . Trivially, if a linear combination Ý c f constantly vanishes over Rnn v v v
Ž U .then for each w g gen S , c s 0 because f is the only element of Kw w
which is nonzero at w.
w xCOROLLARY 1.3 4, Theorem 2.2 . E¤ery totally ordered abelian group G
is ultrasimplicial.
Proof. It is sufficient to assume G finitely generated. By Hahn's
w xembedding theorem 1, 2 , we can write G as a lexicographic product
“ “ “
G s G = ??? = G , where = denotes lexicographic product from the left,1 m
and each G is a finitely generated subgroup of R with the natural totali
ordering. The proof is by induction on m.
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Base. Let n be the rank of the finitely generated torsion free abelian
 4group G s G . Then G is n-generated also as an l-group, 0 is its only1
Ž  4.maximal l-ideal, and the rank of this l-ideal s rank of Gr 0 is n. The
desired conclusion now follows from the above theorem.
“ “ÄInduction Step. Let G s G = ??? = G . By the induction hypothesis,2 m
Ä Äboth G and G are ultrasimplicial; further, G is the only maximal l-ideal1
Äof G and G is the group direct sum of G and G. We shall tacitly identify1
ÄG and G with their images in G, using the canonical embeddings1
Ä qŽ . Ž .x g G ‹ 0, x g G and y g G ‹ y, 0 g G. Let p , . . . , p g G , say1 1 k
q Ä Ž .p s u q ¤ , u g G , ¤ g G i s 1, . . . , k . Since G is ultrasimplicial,i i i i 1 i 1
there are Z-independent positive elements b , . . . , b g G and integers1 r 1
c , . . . , c G 0 such thati1 i r
u s c b q ??? qc b i s 1, . . . , k .Ž .i i1 1 i r r
We can safely assume that for some t F k the elements u , . . . , u are1 t
Äq) 0, while u s ??? s u s 0. It follows that ¤ , . . . , ¤ g G . Lettq1 k tq1 k
Ž < < < <. X Xe s max ¤ , . . . , ¤ , b s b y e, . . . , b s b y e. Then by definition of1 t 1 1 r r
lexicographic product, bX , . . . , bX are Z-independent positive elements1 r
Ž X X .of G. Letting d , . . . , d be defined by d s p y c b q ??? qc b , by1 t i i i1 1 i r r
Äq Äconstruction we have d g G . Since G is ultrasimplicial there existi
ÄZ-independent positive elements b , . . . , b g G such that each ofrq1 s
d , . . . , d , ¤ , . . . , ¤ belongs to the monoid generated by b , . . . , b in1 t tq1 k rq1 s“ X XÄ ÄG. In conclusion, since G s G = G, the elements b , . . . , b , b , . . . ,1 1 r rq1
b g Gq are Z-independent in G, and each of p , . . . , p belongs to thes 1 k
X Xmonoid generated by b , . . . , b , b , . . . , b in G, as required.1 r rq1 s
FURTHER RESEARCH
In the light of Corollary 1.2, in order to solve the problem whether e¤ery
l-group is ultrasimplicial it is sufficient to prove that the ultrasimplicial
property is preserved under formation of l-homomorphic images. Unfortu-
w Ž .xnately, the argument in the proof of 6, Theorem 3 ii is} to say the least
}uninformative, and the problem is still open.
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